
 
 
 
 

 

PRESS RELEASE 

A spooky, spectacular Halloween at the Fortune Pandiyan Hotel 
Madurai  

The hotel brings a special mystery buffet to town 

Madurai, 29 October 2022: This Halloween, Fortune Pandiyan Hotel Madurai, a member of ITC’s hotel 
group has created a special, spooky Halloween themed buffet to delight the guests with a thematic 
presentation of a specially curated menu at the Orchid restaurant. Guests get to experience a collection 
of delicious and mysterious looking dishes created and is sure to intrigue and delight children as much as 
the elderly. 

Fortune Pandiyan Hotel Madurai has given a trendy twist to the flavours we all love. Guests are sure to 
get bewitched by the endless spread of indulgent dishes like Monster fingers, mummy sausages, spooky 
burgers Graveyard jars etc.   

Speaking on the occasion, Chef Stalin Louis said, “Unlike other festivals or celebrations where taste takes 
precedence, Halloween food is largely about presentation, creativity, and surprise. We have put together 
this Halloween-themed buffet, with the purpose of providing our guests with a pleasantly terrifying 
experience while having a comprehensive dining experience.”  

A perfect spot to get into the Halloween mood, this restaurant welcomes food enthusiasts looking for 
unique experiences with a quirky menu and memories that will last a lifetime. 

Come enjoy the hauntingly lip-smacking buffet available exclusively at Fortune Pandiyan Hotel Madurai  

Date: 27th October 2022 to 01 November 2022 

Time: Dinner 7:30 PM to 10:30 PM 

Price:  The buffet is priced at INR 949 plus taxes per person.  

For reservation contact: +91 99524 24420 / +91 99442 19191 / +91 45225 45678 

Where: 164 Alagar kovil road, Racecourse, Madurai - 625002 
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Fortune Park Hotels Ltd is a wholly owned subsidiary of ITC Ltd. and is India's leading chain of first-class, 
full-service business and leisure hotels, with 54 signed alliances and over 4112 rooms, across 46 cities in 
the country.  

Fortune Hotels’ brand philosophy is driven by its objective to provide contemporary accommodation to 
business and leisure travellers through its wide range of accommodation in pertinent destinations, with 
emphasis on personalized service at great value. 

Convenient locations, excellence of cuisine, efficient service and competitive pricing have made the 
Fortune Hotels chain popular amongst discerning travelers. 

Fortune, a member of ITC’s hotel group has a number of clearly defined sub-brands bringing instant recall, 
so that guests can easily match their requirements with the chain’s offers. The sub-brands under which 
the hotels are being operated by the chain are Fortune Select, Fortune Park, Fortune Inn and Fortune 
Resort. 

For more information, visit: www.fortunehotels.in 

 


